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Determination of the interaction force between two adsorptive surfaces delimiting a critical
binary polymer blend
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We consider a mixture of two incompatible polymersA andB, confined between two parallel surfaces of the
same chemical nature, separated by a distanceL. It is assumed that both surfaces strongly adsorb one of the
species~A! at high temperature. It is also assumed that a demixing transition occurs at a critical temperatureTc

below the adsorption temperatureTa . The strong adsorption implies that the composition of speciesA on
surfaces is quenched even when the temperature is lowered. The presence of strong density fluctuations near
the critical point induces an interaction between the surfaces. We reexamine this attractive force and determine
its dependence with the thicknessL, when the latter is smaller than the thermal correlation length. We find that,
in the vicinity of the critical point, this force decreases with distance asL24. We show that the corresponding
amplitude is a universal number, independent of the value of the composition on surfaces, and we give itsexact
expression. Finally, we note that the present system may be considered as a typical model enabling one to
understand qualitatively and quantitatively the flocculation of colloids embedded in critical binary polymer
blends.

PACS number~s!: 64.75.1g, 68.45.2v, 61.41.1e
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physics of phase separation of binary polymer ble
in contact with an adsorbing surface is a very rich proble
For example, under certain special conditions, the mixt
can exhibit a wetting transition at some characteristic te
peratureTw below the critical temperatureTc . From a ther-
modynamic point of view, wetting is a genuine phase tran
tion, which is characterized by the appearance of a film
the preferred phase in contact with the wall. Wetting in po
mer blends is the subject of a great deal of attention b
from theoretical@1–3# and experimental points of view@4#.

Very recently @5#, we considered another problem co
cerning a binary mixture of two incompatible polymers
the presence of an adsorbing surface. In fact, this prob
differs from wetting by the nature of surface preparation. W
have assumed that the surface irreversibly adsorbs on
both polymers at high temperatures. Consequently, ch
cannot desorb once they are linked to the surface. We h
also supposed that the surface is completely saturated,
that phase separation takes place at a critical temperaturTc

below the adsorption temperatureTa . The strong adsorption
implies that the density fluctuations at the surface
quenched even when temperature is lowered. We stu
quantitatively the effects of these frozen fluctuations on
bulk critical properties of the mixture. In particular, we d
termined the shape of the composition profile@5# for any
value of the surface composition and temperature near
critical point. In this work, the physical system we consid
is rather a mixture of two polymersA and B of different
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chemical nature confined between two parallel plane s
faces, separated by a distanceL. In this problem, two effects
are simultaneously present, namely~i! the interactions be-
tween the mixture and the surfaces, and~ii ! the finite-size
effects due to the finite value of the thicknessL @6#. The
presence of the surfaces induces changes in the effectiv
teractions that rule the phase separation and in the chem
potential. This implies that the phase equilibrium betweenA
andB near surfaces is different from that in the bulk@7–9#.
Finite-size effects are related to the fact that the system
finite in one direction, say, thez direction (0<z<L). A
quantitative study of these effects may be achieved com
ing the thicknessL and the bulk thermal correlation lengt
@10#, j t;aN1/2(12Tc /T)21/2. Here,N is the degree of po-
lymerization,a the monomer size, andTc the critical demix-
ing temperature. WhenL is larger thanj t(L.j t), finite-size
effects are less important and they contribute only by ex
nentially small corrections. Thus whenL becomes very
large, these effects may be neglected, and only the sur
effects have to be taken into account. However, whenL be-
comes smaller thanj t(L,j t), finite size effects cannot be
neglected, and they induce a drastic change of the beha
near the critical point. In particular, this constrains the s
tem to undergo a two-dimensional phase transition or ph
separation in the directions parallel to the surfaces.

Now consider a binary mixture of two incompatible pol
mersA andB confined between two parallel surfaces loc
ized respectively atz50 andz5L. These surfaces are the
parallel to the~x,y! plane. We denote byf[fA the mono-
mer fraction~or composition! of polymerA, and because o
the incompressibility condition, the composition of polym
B is fB512f. We assume that the surfaces are prepa
chemically in such a way that they strongly adsorb one
both polymers at high temperature. Thus the system is c
ic
6795 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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strained to have quenched compositions on surfaces. We
note by f0 and fL the respective surface composition
There are essentially three distinct physical situations,
pending on the preference of surfaces to adsorbA or B poly-
mers:~i! both surfaces adsorbA ~or B! species,~ii ! one sur-
face adsorbsA and the otherB, or ~iii ! both surfaces equally
adsorbA andB. In a previous work@11#, we determined the
composition profile of one species~say,A!, as a function of
the distancez from the surface located atz50 for all values
of the parameters of the problem, which are the abso
temperatureT, the sizeL, and the quenched surface comp
sitionsf0 andfL . Also, we have evaluated numerically,
all cases, the expression of the interaction forces between
two plates originating from the strong density fluctuatio
that are present near the critical point.

In this work, we reexamine the problem of the compu
tion of this interaction force as a function of the distanceL
between the two plates. We restrict ourselves to the c
where the speciesA is dominant on both surfaces, and
addition, we assume thatf05fL . This condition means tha
the two plates have the same chemical nature. More
cisely, we show that the expected forceP, which is attractive
@11#, decreases with the distanceL,j t asP;L24. Also, we
show that the associated amplitude is universal and we
its exactvalue. Our motivation for evaluating this interactio
force is the following. The present system may be regar
as a typical example of athree-phase system, made up of
colloidal dispersion in a binary mixture of two incompatib
polymersA andB. Colloids are particles of mesoscopic siz
which are the subject of numerous studies because of
abundant industrial applications. We can imagine that
polymer, sayA, strongly adsorbs on colloids at high temper
tures. When the temperature is lowered, the mixture ph
separates in two phases alternatively rich inA andB species.
Colloids clothed by speciesA located in theB-rich side ex-
perience an attractive force, as we have already shown in
case of lamellar colloids@11#. This attraction force is respon
sible for flocculation. This problem was discussed in a sh
note by Fisher and de Gennes@7#, but for liquid mixtures
made of small molecules. Very recently, in a series of
periments@12,13#, the behavior of silica beads with diam
eters of about 0.1mm, immersed in a binary liquid mixture
of lutidine ~A! and water~B! was investigated. Near the crit
cal point, it was found that the silica colloids exhibit
sharply defined reversible aggregation, termed flocculat
Those colloids prepared using the Sto¨ber method are known
to adsorb on lutidine preferentially@12#. The flocculation oc-
curs in the water-rich side of the phase diagram. In the sa
context, Netz has introduced a theoretical model of Land
Ginzburg type@14# for studying the flocculation phenom
enon observed experimentally@12,13#. Theoretical results
seem to be in good agreement with the experiment.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we pres
the model of interest and compute the interaction fo
within the framework of such a model. Our conclusions a
given in Sec. III.

II. MODEL AND RESULTS

We first define the model that allows us to evaluate
interaction force. We start by recalling the definition of t
e-
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order parameter or composition fluctuationc. This is usually
defined as the distance between two points on the coe
ence curve of an infinite system@10,15#. Explicitly, we have

f5
11c

2
. ~1!

In this definition appears the critical compositionfc51/2
@10#.

In a previous work@11#, we showed that the free energ
~per unit area! governing the physics of the system is a fun
tional DF of the order parameterc, which is given by

DF

kBT
5a23E

0

L

dzH 1

4
@xc2x#c21

1

12N
c41

a2

9 S dc

dzD 2J .

~2!

This free energy is of Landau-Ginzburg type, and is obtain
by expanding the usual Flory-Huggins free energy@10,15# in
the vicinity of the critical compositionfc51/2 or equiva-
lently aroundc50. In the above expression,x;T21 stands
for the Flory interaction parameter,xc52/N;Tc

21 for its
critical value, whereN is the polymerization index assume
to be the same for both polymersA andB, anda is the Kuhn
statistical segment. In the right-hand side of relation~2!, the
last term accounts for the interfacial free energy betwe
A-rich andA-poor phases. As shown in Ref.@11#, the pres-
ence of surfaces manifests itself through the boundary c
ditions

c~z50!5c~z5L !5c0 , ~3!

with f05(11c0)/2. We recall that the surface compositio
c0 is a known quantity@5#, which depends on the necessa
free energy to adsorb one monomer on the surface.

Let us comment briefly about the situation where the
sorption of chains is reversible@16#. This means that the
latter can desorb once they are attached to surfaces.
implies that the order parameter fluctuates at surfaces,
that the true free energy should include, in addition to
bulk contribution~2!, a surface free energyFs@c0 ,cL# that
is a functional of both surface compositionsc0 and cL
@17,18#. This surface free energy may have the form usua
encountered in critical phenomena in the presence of
faces@19,20#, that is,

Fs@c0 ,cL#5 (
a50,L

~maca1gaca
2/2!. ~4!

Here, ma and ga are, respectively, the chemical potenti
change at the surface and the surface coupling constant
denote bydc0 and dcL the thermal fluctuations of orde
parameterc at surfaces. Under the changeca→ca1dca
(a50,L), the variation of the surface energy reads

dFs5S dFs

dc0
2

2a21

9
]zc0D dc01S dFs

dcL
1

2a21

9
]zcLD dcL .

~5!

The notationd/dca is the functional derivative. Here]zca
(a50,L), which naturally emerges when integrating by pa
the squared gradient term in formula~2!, stands for the nor-
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mal derivative of the compositionc at the surfaces. In ou
case, because the surface compositions are quenched f
temperatures (dc050, dcL50), the surface free energy is
constant (dFs50), and therefore does not contribute to t
critical properties of the mixture. Hence the system is c
strained to have fixed compositions on both surfaces at
temperature.

In the annealed case, when the surface compositions
not quenched, the order parameter must satisfy the follow
boundary conditions:

2a21

9
]zc05dFs /dc0 , ~6a!

2a21

9
]zcL52dFs /dcL . ~6b!

This will be considered elsewhere.
Now it will be convenient to introduce the following simpl
fied notations:

t[
xc2x

xc
5

T2Tc

T
, ~7a!

u[1/3N, ~7b!

k[a2/9, ~7c!

where Eq.~7a! is the reduced temperature shift and Eq.~7b!
the coupling constant.

The standard minimization of the free energyDF, with
respect to the order parameterc, yields a nonlinear second
order differential equation. We give merely its first integr

kS dc

dzD 2

5G~c!2G~cm!, ~8!

whereG(c) is the dimensionless bulk free-energy densi
which is

G~c!5
t

2N
c21

u

4
c4. ~9!

In relation ~8!, cm5c(L/2) is the unique minimum of the
profile c @11#, which is reached in the middle of the film
(z5L/2). Such a minimum is found to be given by th
quadrature formula

L52E
cm

c0
dcA k

G~c!2G~cm!
. ~10!

We note that the right-hand side of relation~10! is an
elliptic integral@21#. This relation expresses the dependen
of the minimumcm upon the absolute temperatureT, the
thickness of the filmL, and the surface valuec0 of the order
parameter. In addition, this relation tells us that the minim
of the profile may be written in the following scaling form

cm5utub tg~L/j t ,c0utu2D t!, ~11!

whereg(x,y) is a two-factor scaling function. In the abov
relation, b t51/2 is the critical exponent characterizing th
all

-
ny

re
g

:

,

e

behavior of the order parametercb;utub t of an infinite sys-
tem, andD t51/2 acrossoverexponent. The latter expresse
a natural comparison between bulk and surface comp
tions; respectively,cb and c0 . j t;aANutu2n t(n t51/2) is
the bulk thermal correlation length.

Our aim is the determination of the interaction force b
tween the two plates originating from the fluctuations
composition, which are strong near the critical point. Th
force ~per unit area! P, which is attractive forL,j t @11#, is
defined as the first derivative of the free energy; i.e.,P
52]DF/]L. We have shown previously that@11#

P52
kBT

a3 G~cm!, ~12!

whereG(c) is defined above, in Eq.~9!. The above relation
clearly shows that the interaction force~per unit area! be-
tween the two plates depends only on the minimal valuecm
of the profile and not on its shape.

Relations~10! and~12! are two parametric equations giv
ing the variation of the forceP as a function of the thicknes
L by eliminating the parametercm . This problem was solved
numerically in Ref.@11#.

We wish to determine the scaling law giving the depe
dence of the interaction forceP with L. Combining relations
~9!, ~11!, and~12!, we find, in the critical region, the follow-
ing scaling law:

P52
kBT

Na3 utu22a th~L/j t ,c0utu2D t!, ~13!

whereh(x,y) is a two-factor scaling function, whose expre
sion is known. The extra critical exponent has a valuea t
50. We note that the scaling functionh(x,y) has the correct
limit when the reduced variabley5c0utu2D t becomes large
(y@1). This can be realized when the surface composit
c0 reaches its saturation value, which is 1, at a fixed te
perature, or whenc0 is fixed butt→0. In this limit, we have
a universal scaling law, independent of the surface comp
tion c0 , which is

P52
kBT

Na3 utu22a th̃~L/j t!. ~14!

Hereh̃(x) is a universal scaling function, independent of t
surface value of the composition. In the limitL!j, the force
must be independent of temperature. This constrains the s
ing function h̃(x) to follow a power law in the variablex;
i.e., h̃(x);xm. We easily find that the exponentm has as
valuem524. Finally, we get the following scaling law fo
the interaction force:

P>2
NkBT

a3 AS a

L D 4

~L!j t!. ~15!

The latter result may be understood by noting that beca
mean field applies here, the exponenta t in relation~14! van-
ishes. This implies thatP;t2;j24 for an infinite system.
For a finite one, theL24 dependence follows directly if one
assumes the scaling relation~14!. As expected, the calculate
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force is proportional to the polymerization index per chainN.
We find that the universal amplitudeA is given by

A5 64
27 I 4, ~16!

whereI is the elliptic integral@21#

I 5E
1

1` du

Au421
>1.854 074 68. ~16a!

Then the final value of the amplitude is

A>28.010 773 52, ~17!

which is a pure number. The variation of the interacti
force ~per unit area! experienced by the two plates with th
thicknessL of the film is shown in Fig. 1.
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III. CONCLUSIONS

We calculated the attractive force between two para
plates clothed by a thin irreversible adsorption layer o
polymer A, and delimiting a polymer mixtureA1B. This
force, which results from the existence of strong fluctuatio
in the composition, is naturally a function of the separationL
between the two plates. To evaluate such a force, we us
Landau-Ginzburg model, which is a direct consequence
the classical Flory-Huggins theory. The presence of the s
face manifests itself through a condition that the composit
on surfaces is quenched, at any temperature. In the cri
region of the phase diagram, we have shown that the
pected forceP decreases with the separationL between the
surfaces according to a power law,P;L24, and that the
associated amplitude is a universal number, independen
the surface value of the composition. We have found
exact value of this amplitude:A>28.010 773 52.

In the reversible adsorption case, the profile is sensitive
the boundary conditions on surfaces@equations~6!#. Conse-
quently, the corresponding force should be affected by th
boundary conditions. Such considerations are in progr
@16#.

We emphasize that in a recent work@22#, Tranet al. con-
sidered a similar problem. More precisely, within the fram
work of the Alexander–de Gennes model, they have sho
that the interaction force per unit area~or disjoining pres-
sure! between two polymer brushes in a binary solvent m
ture obeys the same decay with distanceL; that is, P
;L24. Finally, as wepointed outin the Introduction, the
present system may be regarded as a typical example
three-phase system, made up of a colloidal dispersion i
binary mixture of two incompatible polymersA andB.
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